Float building is always a blast. After all the hard work the juniors, that
showed up to help make their float for Homecoming posed to get a silly
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had fun hanging out with each other and making their float look good.
Taking a break from swimming were Emily Paik and Bianca Villemont.
Thev reallv en|ov swimming and hanging out with friends whether ts
after school at practices or during swim meets

Juniors: Class of 2 0 1 0
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inally upperclassmen, the juniors have grown over these three years. They
all have changed in their own individual ways. Junior year is a fun one because there isn't any pressure of choosing a college and you have more freedom in choosing what classes you actually want. But along with all of the freedom
comes some requirements such as American History.
ith this being the first year for trimesters we all had to experience just
five longer classes and three exams instead of two. Zach Trisel had
something to say about trimesters "I really don't like trimesters because
all of the teachers had to try and teach everything much faster, even with the
longer hours it doesn't make a difference. It just adds more pressure to the students and sucks all the fun out of class." Along with figuring out how to deal with
trimesters, the juniors had to take multiple tests including the MME and ACT. On
top of all of that there was the stress of other classes, sports, and extra curricular
activities.
unior year wasn't completely stressful, there were friends and the nice teachers
that didn't give you homework every night. Taylor Gepford had this to share
about her junior year "So far this year has been my favorite I had so much fun
L11 the football games, mixers and the new hockey games. I can't wait to see
what senior year will bring." Even though junior year is a stressful one, we all
have managed to make it through alright, gained good experience and made some
fun memories that we will always remember.
Emily Bigard, Emily Beltinck & Derrick Carson
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During the homecoming parade the Junior Class Representatives Spencer Way
and Liz McBryde threw candy and waved hello to the crowd. Liz said that
"Being on court was so awesome! I loved every minute of it." Spencer and Liz
both really enjoyed each others company on this long ride around the block
and being a part of homecoming.
Cheering on their fellow classmates at a home hockey game
against Bay City were Katie Swindell and Merisa Vander
Loon. They both had crutches due to their knee injuries but
they still managed to make it to the game and have a good
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le light reading were Amy Wilson and Sam Papa. The
n Mrs. Laskowsky's class. Sam and Amy both loved
having Laskowsky as a teacher. They said "She's so smart and fun
we just adore her!"

Performing part of the juniors mock rock were Alenna Beroza and Jorvny McCarrn. Since the juniors theme was MTV this year, they decided to have the
NEXT TV Show be part of their mock rock. Where Alenna's goal was to find
the perfect homecoming date, which ended up being junior Jonny McCann.
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